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Abstract— The billing process of electricity consumption 

which we are using at present is very long process and 

requires lot of man power. The energy billing in India is 

error prone and also time and labor consuming. Errors get 

introduced at every stage of energy billing like errors with 

electro-mechanical meters, human errors while noting down 

the meter reading and error while processing the paid bills 

and the due bills. There are many cases where the bill is paid 

and then is shown as a due amount in the next bill. There is 

no proper way to know the consumer's maximum demand, 

usage details, losses in the lines, and power theft. To 

overcome all the difficulties present in the system we are 

introducing fully automated billing process. In the proposed 

system front end is user friendly and can be operated easily 

by having minimum computer knowledge. The billing 

process is prepaid energy billing, which could be titled. Pay 

first and then use it. There are clear results from many 

countries, where prepaid system has reduced the wastage by 

a large amount. Another advantage of the prepaid system is 

that the human errors made reading meters and processing 

bills can be reduced to a large extent. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A Prepaid Energy Meter enables power utilities to collect 

electricity bills from the consumers prior to its consumption. 

The prepaid meter is not only limited to Automated Meter 

Reading but is also attributed with prepaid recharging ability 

and information exchange with the utilities pertaining to 

customer’s consumption details. The A paper suggests a 

design of a system which can be used for data transmission 

between the personal computer and smart card. Another 

paper suggests making use of state of art technologies like 

WiMAX in Prepaid Energy Meter owing to the idea of 

centralized accounting, monitoring and charging. Polyphone 

prepaid energy metering systems have also been proposed 

and developed based on local pre-payment and a card 

reader. Wireless prepaid energy metering system has been 

proposed which incorporate RF based system. Digital 

energy metering system as an alternative for the 

electromechanical system has been proposed and developed 

with the Peripheral Interface Controller and necessary 

software. Due to the low cost of microcontrollers, prepaid 

energy meter has been developed using a microcontroller 

from the Microchip Technology Inc. An Integrated Prepaid 

Energy Meter using GSM” system consists of Energy Meter 

and the GSM network. The system provides efficient power 

meter reading, usage notification and consumer’s maximum 

demand using GSM network. GSM modem utilizes the 

GSM network to send equivalent unit for the recharged 

amount to the Microcontroller and send message to the 

consumers end. The message consists of details like 

recharged amount and power consumption. In the energy 

provider side this system is used to update the consumer 

account and the database. 

II. BLOCK DIAGRAM 

 
Fig. 1: Block diagram of prepaid energy meter with RFID 

card user side 

This project has an energy meter, RF ID card reader, buzzer, 

GSM modem and connection disconnection unit. The meter 

is connected for the house. If a person has to use the 

electricity, he or she has to first get recharged the RF ID 

card from the KEB office for some amount and then they 

have to bring that RFID card near the energy meter and as 

soon as the RFID card detected it will get recharged. As 

soon as the card is detected the microcontroller is 

programmed in such a way that it will detect the card and 

then it will read the amount in the RFID card. The 

communication between RFID card and microcontroller is 

done through I2C communication. After reading it will 

check the total amount with the unit amount (unit amount is 

nothing but amount for 1 unit of power), if the amount is 

there then the microcontroller will switch on relay which is 

used to connect the power to the house. Then it will monitor 

the power consumed and deduct the amount as per the 

consumption. 

A. Circuit Diagram: 

In the above circuit diagram power supply plays vital role 

and its function is to give the TTL level voltage +5v to-5v 

and +12v and -12v dc voltage. Microcontroller ATMEGA 

32 is programmed in such a way that it will detect the RF ID 

card as soon as it comes in the range of RF range of card 

reader .The communication between RF ID and 

microcontroller is done through I2C communication If the 

amount is their microcontroller will switch on the relays 

which is used to connect the power to the house. Then it will 
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monitor the power consumed and deduct the amount as per 

the consumption. GSM modem is connected to MAX 232 

and its functionality is to send a status of the low balance, 

zero balance and amount of units consumed. LCD will 

display the number of units consumed and the amount left in 

the prepaid energy meter. Connection disconnection unit is 

nothing but TRIAC and it will just acts like a switch and it is 

made of snubber circuit which avoids in rush current. 

Arduino decimal is a self-contained USB development 

board centered on an ATMega32. The operating voltage for 

most of the board is 5V, provided by an onboard voltage 

regulator. Power for the board can come from the USB 

connection, the 9V DC connection, or a battery connected to 

the VIN terminal. For this project, the 9V DC connection was 

used for power. The current measurement circuit connects to 

the Arduino board through analog pins 0 and 1. This allows 

the Arduino to sample the output voltage from the current 

measurement circuit with the ATMega328’s 10-bit ADC. A 

voltage of 3.3V was applied from the USB to serial 

converter chip to the voltage reference pin, AREF, in order to 

provide the ADC with the required reference voltage. 

Connections to the ground and VCC pins were also provided 

for the op amp in the precision rectifier. 

 
Fig. 2: Functional circuit diagram 

B. Software Specification: 

 PROTEUS SCHEMATIC CAPTURE ISIS 

 DIP TRACE 

 LI2 ARDUINO DIECIMILA 

III. FLOWCHART 

From the above flow chart we can see as soon as power is 

turned on it will initialize all Io pins, initialize serial 

communication at 9600 baud rate 8 bit data 1 stop bit, no 

start, no parity and initialize soft serial and wait until SIM is 

detected and configure the modem using AT commands and 

turn on the mains and read the pulse from the meter, if 

currency reaches 10 send a message to user recharge before 

disconnection and if not means send a message to user say 

low balance and if balance is zero means turn of the load 

and send a message to user if that condition fails means it 

will check whether r the RF id swipe detected or not if yes 

means recharge the system and turn on the load and if theft 

detected means send a message to board and if unit crossed 

beyond the limit means send a message to user usage is 

beyond the limit. 
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IV. SIMULATION RESULTS AND HARDWARE 

 

Fig. 3: Generating hex file for LCD simulation using 

Arduino 

 
Fig. 4: Proteus schematic LCD simulation initial condition 

 
Fig. 5: Proteus schematic ISIS Circuit simulation 

 

 
Fig. 6: Double click on controller and giving path for hex 

 
Fig. 7: Giving AT commands in terminal mode 

Giving AT commands in terminal mode 

AT+CMGS=”8050274170”, <ENTER>, <CTL-Z>TO 

SEND A MESSAGE 

AT+CMGR=1 TO READ THE MESSAGE 

ATA TO ANSWER THE CALL 

ATD TO MAKE THE CALL 

AT+CMGF=1 TO SEE IN TEXT FORMAT AT+IPR? TO 

SEE THE CURRENT BAUDRATE 

AT+IPR=? TO SEE AVAILBLE BAUD RATES  

 
Fig. 8: Implementation of wireless prepaid energy meter 

V. CONCLUSION 

Wireless prepaid energy meter using RF and Arduino is easy 

to install and beneficial for both energy Provider and 

Customer. This reduces revenue cost and reduces the human 

errors and problems like over running of the meter, over 

load. This leads to reduction of outstanding dues. This 

device improves usage level and energy monitoring. In the 

present work prepaid energy meter system is designed to 

continuously monitor the meter reading and to shut down 

the power supply remotely whenever the recharged units 
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become zero. It avoids the human intervention, provides 

efficient meter reading, avoid the billing error and reduce 

the maintenance cost. It displays the corresponding 

information on Mobile for user notification. 
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